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As an architecture student, I am trained to think about structures made of concrete, steel and wood. The structures I designed were typically static, i.e.
motionless, until I came across a whole new world of kinetic structures. I learned that almost any form can be given mobility and deployed by calculating its
geometry accurately and by strategically selecting the joints to allow rotation. As the first exercise in my graduate Structures course, I was asked to design
an eight-sided expandable ring using scissor type units. The image shows the radial deployment and kinematic trajectory of the ring from the top view. It
captures the intermediate position of the members and joints during motion. During radial motion, the position of the joints become more difficult to predict.
This is called position analysis which is the fundamental step to more advanced mobility analysis of deployable structures. This project triggered my interest
to researching about more complex deployable forms and thinking of how to apply them to the design of buildings. I am currently working on the design of
emergency shelters using this kind of structures, which are light-weight, transportable and are rapidly deployable.
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